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Introduction 
 

My principal responsibilities during my working life were focused directly on railroad safety, 
including work at the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) from initial employment as a 
research assistant (legal clerk), attorney working in enforcement and regulations, a stint as 
Associate Administrator for Safety, and a long period in charge of safety standards and program 
development—36 years, altogether.  After retiring in 2010, I worked for several years as a 
consultant (advisor) to a major transit authority and Amtrak. 
 
When work life ended, I looked around for ways to remain useful.  It seemed only fair that I 
retrace my steps to address, or at least define, those matters left unfinished when I took 
retirement. 
 
The first White Paper in this series was devoted to “Management of In-Train Forces.”1 I shared 
multiple versions of the White Paper with colleagues at the FRA and National Transportation 
Safety Board, as well committees of the Congress.  On June 14, 2022, I had the privilege to 
present testimony on the Subcommittee on Railroads, Pipelines and Hazardous Materials of the 
House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee that was based on the White Paper findings.2 
 
Although management of in-train forces remains a significant rail safety issue for which work is 
unfinished (indeed, as of the date of this paper, still in the ditch), we have belabored that issue 
without notable effect.  So, let’s move on to other, equally significant issues that merit attention, 
having some confidence that FRA will pick up the fallen standard and generate some progress. 
 
As before, I make no pretense that I have answers to every safety need or that the items I call out 
in this paper or its sequels are the only matters that deserve attention.  To the contrary, the reader 
can look at FRA’s regulatory agenda, NTSB’s list of recommendations, and other commentary 
for good ideas.  To some extent, these efforts overlap the issues presented in this and subsequent 
papers.  My purpose is to identify deficits in existing safety programs, add impetus to important 
work that is underway or contemplated, and, frankly, note some instances in which the Congress 
or the regulatory agencies have fallen short.   
 
Perhaps not every issue identified here, or in the prior White Paper, requires a legislative or 
regulatory solution.  That is for others to decide.  However, in most cases, the issues selected 
have persisted for a very long time without evident progress to address them. 
 
 

  

 
1 Available at https://www.railwayage.com/safety/whire-paper-management-of-in-train-forces-challenges-and-
directions/ 
2 https://transportation.house.gov/committee-activity/hearings/examining-freight-rail-safety 
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What About the Big Numbers?   
 

As recently pointed out in an Eno Foundation report, trespassers on rail rights-of-way and users 
of highway-rail crossings (including, for this purpose, established pedestrian crossings) account 
for the vast majority of fatalities and serious injuries associated with railroad operations.  The 
trespass problem is the larger segment.3  We didn’t need an Eno report to tell us this, of course, 
since it is common knowledge in the railroad community and in government. 
 
Nevertheless, let it be said that we should be doing all we can to address casualties to 
pedestrians, bicyclists, persons with disabilities, motorists and their passengers, and others 
whether lawfully on public or private crossings or on the right-of-way without license to be 
there.  The U.S. Department of Transportation, the state departments of transportation, the 
railroads and their employee organizations, Operation Lifesaver®, and many other dedicated 
groups have been working on these issues for decades, having expended billions of dollars and 
countless volunteer hours chipping away.  FRA has focused in a commendable way on the 
problem of trespass risk, but the resulting strategy itself documents the difficulties involved.4 
 
With respect to the safety of motor vehicle occupants at crossings, at least, these efforts have led 
to remarkable progress.  The issues still remain problematic because of their complexity and the 
fact of growing exposure (population growth and density, larger numbers of urban homeless 
persons, increasing vehicle miles, etc.).   
 
The grade crossing issues have drawn the biggest investments.  The investments have been 
successful to a considerable degree, more than cutting crossing fatalities in half since with mid-
1970’s while exposure has increased substantially.5  However, the absolute numbers of incidents, 
injuries and deaths have remained pretty flat over recent years (Appendix A).  Mandatory use of 
train horns, coupled with “quiet zone” options have helped to avoid disruption of community life 
while preserving safety at crossings.  Improved regulations related to operation of commercial 
motor vehicles have raised awareness among professional drivers.  Law enforcement to reinforce 
compliance with traffic control devices at crossings remains critical.  Notably, the 2021 
“Bipartisan Infrastructure Law” added billions of dollars of additional investments that may have 
significant benefits, particularly through grade separations, site-specific engineering 
improvements, and targeted public education and awareness campaigns.6   
 
The trespass numbers continue to grow, however; and the solutions are less obvious.  Public 
education is a big component, but every message of a positive nature competes with many 
irresponsible posts on social media.  Operation Lifesaver and other organizations continue to 
plug away at addressing the problem.  Fencing and other improvements can help channel 
movements to properly configured pedestrian crossings where that makes sense, but those of us 
who have seen the effectiveness of wire cutters on fences in the northeastern U.S. know it is far 

 
3 Lewis, Paul and Kenton, Malcolm, Safer Railroading:  A Guide Toward Targeted Safety Policy (Eno Center for 
Transportation, Sept. 2020). 
4 Report to Congress, National Strategy to Prevent Trespassing on Railroad Property (Oct. 2018). 
5 FRA data shows 1,064 fatalities at highway-rail crossings in 1978, but 234 in 2021. (1.12, 
https://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/OfficeofSafety/publicsite/query/TenYearAccidentIncidentOverview.aspx) 
6 Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, Pub. L. No. 117-58 (Nov. 15, 2021). 
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from a complete solution.  Thus, we agree that public policy should continue to complete the 
work on crossing safety and to address trespass risks.  However, there are two caveats I must 
add. 

Distinguish Suicides from “Accidental” Casualties 
 

First, let’s get the data right, so we know what problem we are addressing.  Among the 
matters I thought I had almost finished when I retired in 2010 was the full accounting for 
intentional (suicide) and unintentional (accident/incident) events—with an appropriate partition 
of the two.  We knew this was important because our research had shown that the issues were 
being conflated in the reported data, with about a quarter of reported trespass fatalities clearly 
documented as suicides by the responsible medical examiners and coroners.7  A more extensive 
study commissioned by FRA confirmed the results, noting that,  
 

Of the [reported] railroad-trespasser fatalities that occurred between the years 2005 and 
2010, approximately 28 percent were identified by coroners/CMEs to be suicides, 60 
percent indicated that the event was not a suicide, and 12 percent indicated that the event 
leading to the cause of death was undetermined.8    
 

Railroads were supposed to report only accidental (unintentional) casualties during the study 
period, but were not following up when local coroners and medical examiners determined that 
the event was a suicide.  (There is, of course, nothing the railroads could do for “undetermined” 
cases except report them as accidental events.) 
 
In late 2010, FRA did put regulations in place to require discrete reporting of suicides, separate 
from the accident/incident data base.9 The FRA reporting system does not ask the railroad to 
make the determination, only to accurately report the determination made by the pertinent local 
authority, usually a medical examiner or coroner.  Local authorities responsible for determining 
the intent of the decedent have the benefit of police reports, witness statements, and other 
evidence (notes left behind, contemporaneous statements, etc.) to make their determinations.  
Front-facing cameras in controlling locomotives can also provide tragically persuasive evidence 
in some cases.  There has been a belief that coroners and medical examiners might be reluctant to 
declare a death intentional for fear of the family’s reaction, but the research cited in this White 
Paper did not report evidence of that effect. 
 
The initial result of the 2010 rule revision was a better picture of the suicide problem and a 
reduction in events reported as accidental.   
 
Appendix A provides 20 years of details for public fatalities in crossing and trespass settings, 
with suicides added as the reporting was added. 
 

 
7 Rail Trespasser Fatalities:  Developing Demographic Profiles (FRA Office of Safety, March 2008). 
8 Rail Trespasser Fatalities:  Demographic and Behavioral Profiles (FRA June 2013). 
9 75 FR 68862 (Nov. 9, 2010). 
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Reporting of suicides went into effect for events beginning on June 1, 2011.  Full-year numbers 
began in 2012.  The numbers show that railroads initially made significant efforts to sort suicides 
from accidental deaths; however, at some point the efforts appear to have fallen off.  Figure 1 
illustrates the trend: 
 

 
 

Figure 1—Trends in Public Fatalities with Suicides Included, as Reported10 
 
In Figure 1, the divergence of the trespass line from the suicide line is most striking.  The overall 
suicide rate in the U.S. did begin to fall off slightly after 2018 (through 2020) after rising 
consistently in previous years.11  However, 2021 apparently saw an increase in suicides 
nationally, wiping out the previous trend and coming in just 1% below the 2018 peak.12   
 
Certainly, apart from the filed reports, there is no reason to believe that suicide by train fell this 
significantly from 2015 to 2020/2021.  Most of this fall off in suicide numbers likely resulted 
from an erosion of compliance with reporting standards or, for 2020 and 2021, because of 
difficulties in case processing by local authorities that affected railroads’ ability to capture and 
report final determinations.  Note that the Centers for Disease Control seems not to have reported 
significant issues with respect to the latter. 
 
The issue is not just with “trespassers.”  Note that suicides do occur among some motor vehicle 
drivers who park on highway-rail crossings knowing they will be struck, and among some 
pedestrians at crossings who deliberately fail to move off the crossing prior to the train’s arrival.  
A knowledgeable colleague estimates this at about one quarter of persons killed at crossings.   
 

 
10Data current through 10/28/2022 from FRA’s safety data legacy site 1.12, 4.11, 5.14.  Start from 
https://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/OfficeofSafety/Default.aspx 
   
11 See “Suicide Mortality in the United States, 2000-2020 (NCHS Data Brief No. 433, March 2022), available at 
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db433.htm. 
12 Provisional Numbers and Rates of Suicide by Month and Demographic Characteristics: United States, 2021 (NCHS 
Sept. 2022). 
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Note also that designated pedestrian crossings may include grade-level paths across the railroad 
at commuter rail passenger stations.  Fatalities may occur at these locations due to deliberate acts 
or due to misapprehension by the pedestrian, e.g., regarding the rate of approach of a train or a 
“second train” situation.  Here as elsewhere, deliberate acts should be reported as suicides, the 
others as accidental events.   
 
Steve Laffey of the Illinois Commerce Commission reflected the complexity of the situation in 
the following slide, showing all rail fatalities, in his recent presentation to the DuPage Safety 
Council Summit:13 
 

 
 

Figure 2—All Rail Fatalities 2012-2021, as Reported14 
 
We can certainly give a pass to the railroad reporting officers working through the worst of the 
pandemic, and to the local coroners and medical examiners who no doubt fell behind on 
paperwork.  In fact, over the past months some reported accidental deaths have been moved to 
the suicide category, and in the coming months some further adjustments will certainly be made 
for calendar 2021.  But the fact is that the data sorting was likely never pristine, and sharp cuts to 
railroad employment in departments of some railroads after 2015 may have taken a toll on the 
ability of the railroad reporting officers to follow up.   
 

 
13 Some numbers, as displayed in Figure 2 or aggregated, will not match the Figure 1 precisely because they were 
derived from the FRA database at a different time.  The database is dynamic, accepting revisions from the 
submitting railroads monthly. 
14 Used with permission. 
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Of course, many of the trespass/suicide events occurred on passenger railroads, and indeed their 
rates of pedestrian strikes are apparently higher than typical freight railroads because of the 
frequent scheduled service and urban/suburban exposures.  However, sorting out the 
responsibility of individual railroads for misreporting is not within the scope of this White Paper.   
 
The writer is not alone in reaching the conclusion that the issuance of the 2010 final rule seems 
not to have had a persistent effect with respect to commingling of suicides and accidental events.  
Using data before the onset of the covid-19 pandemic (CY 2019), an industrious researcher 
found the problem of confusing intentional fatalities with accidental fatalities to be highly 
significant in Illinois.15  Illinois has major railroad terminals serving all of the largest railroads 
and significant commuter rail systems.  The investigator found coroner reports with suicide 
determinations that accounted for an astounding 52% of all public fatalities in train incidents, in 
contrast with the 21% suicides determination reported by the railroads.  The research followed 
the data for 18 months after the close of the study year (2019), so most of the necessary 
adjustments should have been made.  Notably, “at least 10 (30%) of the 33 actual suicides 
occurred at highway-rail crossings (10 of which were at pedestrian station grade crossings within 
the grounds of a commuter rail station).”16  These are small numbers, of course, coming from 
just one State in one calendar year.  But they are still troublesome when one considers that public 
commuter authorities and their contracting railroads should be conscious of the extent and nature 
of the risk present in their facilities. 
 
The lesson here is pretty clear.  Before charging out to spend all of the hundreds of millions of 
dollars now suddenly available to address trespass and grade crossing problems, FRA needs to 
put the railroads’ feet to the fire.  Each railroad has an internal control plan that it needs to 
implement faithfully.17  Through program audits, FRA needs to insist that, where there is a 
reporting deficit, railroads clean up their reporting by proper follow-up with local authorities 
responsible for sorting the suicides from the accidental casualties.  This will also give the suicide 
prevention community better data to do their important work.18 
 
When we have sorted the data properly, we will know how best to address the disparate 
problems. 
 
Before we leave this topic, let us note that light rail transit (think San Diego Trolley or St. Louis 
MetroLink) and heavy rail transit (think New York City Transit Authority, BART or CTA) have 
some of the same issues, both with respect to intentional and accidental deaths.  There is good 
guidance material available for transit and conventional passenger rail risk reduction, with the 
background of both Federal Transit Administration data (light rail, heavy rail transit) and FRA 
data described here (commuter rail, intercity rail, freight).19  The observations above suggest the 
data sorting could be further improved with close oversight.   
 

 
15 Topel, Kurt, “Do U.S. Rail Safety Statistics Undercount Suicides,” Transportation Research Record (NAS 2022). 
16 Topel, supra, at 6, 7. 
17 49 CFR § 225.33. 
18 FRA and USDOT have been very supportive of efforts to address rail suicides.  See 
https://www.volpe.dot.gov/rail-suicide-prevention. 
19 See, e.g., TCRP Research Report 233:  Strategies for Deterring Trespassing on Rail Transit and Commuter Rail 
Rights-of-Way (Two Volumes, The National Academies Press, 2022). 
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An astute commenter on a draft of this paper noted that harmonization of FTA and FRA data 
systems would be desirable.  I would only add that FRA has been at this since 1910, with a major 
rework of the data collection in 1975 and many adjustments since.  What we would not like to 
see is a lowest common denominator approach to harmonization. 

Improve Safety at Private Crossings 
 

Second, as to the “big numbers,” let’s admit we have left a huge hole in our response, 
particularly in the case of private highway-rail crossings.   
 
The Public Inquiry.  Some background is necessary.  Energized by the direct guidance of 
Administrator Joseph H. Boardman, the FRA undertook a Private Crossing Public Inquiry in the 
period 2006-2008, starting with a research effort led under a contract between the FRA Office of 
Safety and the Volpe National Transportation Systems Center.  FRA then endeavored to reach 
out to every identifiable interest group through a Federal Register notice, five public meetings 
across the country, with time for open discussion, and a Transportation Research Board forum.  
FRA’s field staff ably supported the Inquiry with a special-emphasis accident investigation 
program that targeted private crossing collisions.  FRA used local press releases in an attempt to 
promote the broadest possible input.   
 
Participants in the effort included State agencies with responsibility for or interest in the topic, 
major railroads and short line railroads, industry associations, highway-rail crossing experts from 
the engineering community, FRA staff with crossing expertise, and members of public.  
International partners provided information regarding their approach to the issue.  
 
The research and outreach were by far the most extensive, intensive and useful look at the 
private crossing issue ever undertaken.  
 
The Volpe Center provided multiple versions of the Public Inquiry Report, culminating in a two-
volume final report dated February 2010 (hereafter 2010 Public Inquiry Report), which is an 
available download on FRA’s web site.20 
 
The pause.  As we will explore below, this herculean effort was followed by...very little.  The 
Congress had acted in 2008, through the Rail Safety Improvement Act, to make the National 
Grade Crossing Inventory mandatory on railroads (language regarding States was later removed).  
As we shall see, this helped to make the Inventory potentially more useful in the private crossing 
context.  Individual States and railroads continued their efforts.  But mostly the momentum died. 
 
The reminder.  When the Congress gathered itself up to reauthorize the surface transportation 
program in 2015, through what became known as the FAST Act,21 the writer was among those 
reminding Congressional staff that the private crossing issue was dead in the water.  When there 
is no agreement on what action to take on a safety matter, usually the Congress orders up a 

 
20 Private Highway-Rail Grade Crossing Safety Research and Inquiry, Vol. I & II (DOT/FRA/ORD-10/02, Feb. 2010). 
21 Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act, Pub. L. No. 114-94 (Dec. 5, 2015). 
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report.  The fact there had been a report was evidently not a relevant consideration, so section 
11402 of the Act said just this: 
 

SEC.	11402.	PRIVATE	HIGHWAY‐RAIL	GRADE	CROSSINGS.	
(a) IN GENERAL.—The Secretary, in consultation with railroad 
carriers, shall conduct a study to— 
(1) determine whether limitations or weaknesses exist 
regarding the availability and usefulness for safety purposes 
of data on private highway-rail grade crossings; and 
(2) evaluate existing engineering practices on private highway- 
rail grade crossings. 
(b) CONTENTS.—In conducting the study under subsection (a), 
the Secretary shall make recommendations as necessary to 
improve— 
(1) the utility of the data on private highway-rail grade 
crossings; and 
(2) the implementation of private highway-rail crossing 
safety measures, including signage and warning systems. 
(c) REPORT.—Not later than 3 years after the date of enactment 
of this Act, the Secretary shall transmit to the Committee on 
15 201Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate and the Committee 
on Transportation and Infrastructure of the House of Representatives 
a report of the findings of the study and any recommendations 

for further action. 
 
One has to be unhappy with this sort of response to a well-documented issue, and particularly 
with the direction to talk only to the railroads (who have the greatest influence through their 
lobbyists).  Still, there was room there to work, had FRA wished to use it. 
 
The feint.  But by 2017 FRA was in its most quiescent period, along with the rest of the 
administrative state, with some exceptions.22  FRA was able to mine the partially updated 
inventory records and produce a report (hereafter FRA 2019 Report).23  We will discuss some the 
limitations of that document below.  But enough background for now. 
  

 
22 It is fair to award a “close, but no cigar” for an accident investigation report of that era (HQ-2018-1276), which 
addressed a four-fatality accident at Tilton, AR (June 16, 2018).  The private crossing in question was in the 
inventory as an “open space” crossing, though from FRA’s report it is clear the crossing provided access to a car 
salvage yard of some size.  The collision was scored to “highway user inattentiveness” with impairment because of 
drug or alcohol use (as determined by local authorities).   This was a daytime accident involving a freight train 
operating at 70 mph, but FRA said that, “As this was a private crossing on a private road with a Stop sign, there was 
no requirement for a sight distance study.”  Further, “This was a private crossing…therefore, advance warning, 
pavement markings, and sight distances were not considered a factor.”  The agency didn’t mention the four prior 
accidents at the crossing, three of which involved fatalities to motorists.  (The most recent accident had occurred 
less than 2 years prior.)  There is some comfort here, since the crossing was closed, by or for whom we know not, 
before the end of 2018, according to the latest inventory filing.  The Cross County Sheriff’s department confirmed 
the closure in a phone call on Sept. 19, 2022. 
23 Report to Congress, Private Highway-Rail Crossings:  Safety Data and Engineering Practices (FRA/USDOT October 
2019). 
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What is a private crossing, anyway? 
 
As defined in FRA’s seminal 2010 report, “private highway-rail crossings are intersections of 
highways and railroads either not open to public travel or not maintained by a public authority.”   
 
FRA’s regulatory definition24 depends upon the definition of the opposite: 
 

Private crossing means a highway-rail or pathway crossing that is not a public crossing.  
 
Public crossing means a highway-rail or pathway crossing where the approaches are 
under the jurisdiction of and maintained by a public authority and open to public travel. 
All approaches must be under the jurisdiction of the public authority and no approach 
may be on private property, unless State law or regulation provides otherwise. 

 
If we painted a full description of who is in charge of safety at public highway-rail crossings, the 
reader would be staggered by the number of entities and the complexity of the relationships.  So, 
let’s not do that.  Private crossings are much simpler to describe:  nobody is really in charge, in 
most places, when it comes right down to it.  The railroads are the closest to the problem, but 
they are often stymied by state statutory law and by the common law courts interpreting property 
law without a public safety framework to go with it.    
 
Some States have laws or regulations on the subject, but they are as likely to require railroads to 
provide crossings needed for access to farm fields as they are to reduce risk.  The FHWA wants 
FRA to follow the Manual for Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)25 for signage at private 
crossings, but FHWA necessarily disclaims any role in funding, regulation or oversight.   
 
A private crossing claimed by a public authority is said to be “adopted” and thus no longer 
private.  Even public ownership of one approach is said to qualify the crossing as a public 
crossing in some States but generally both approaches must be owned by the road authority for 
the crossing to be considered public.  Note that private crossings open to “public use” (public 
access) are generally not subject to public stewardship with respect to safety, even though there 
may be no effective warning to motorists. 
 
The folks who use private crossings can have a fee simple right of ownership on both sides of the 
crossing (even rarely the land under the crossing itself), or just an easement (written or 
“prescriptive”), or perhaps a license to cross to reach property at some distance from the crossing 
itself—or none of the aforementioned.   
 
Where the users have some colorable legal right to cross, we call them “crossing holders,” 
because they hold a right of some kind we need to account for.    Others may use the same 
crossings, of course, including business guests, invited personal guests, and fishermen looking 
for a path to the river.  Some private crossings provide access to landfills, factories, quarries, 
shopping centers, wineries open for retail trade, etc.  Some are just farm crossings used to get 
from field to field.  Others are driveways into private residences, but that doesn’t mean they are 

 
24 49 CFR § 234.401. 
25 https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/ 
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not used for deliveries and access by trades people (plumbers, electricians, painters, contractors 
pumping out septic fields, drivers delivering propane or fuel oil, etc.). 
 
Some private crossings are essential to the use of land that would not be accessible without them 
(“land locked”).  Others are just a more convenient way from A to B, even though another route 
may provide a safer path without significantly greater circuity.  During the FRA Public Inquiry, a 
short line railroad bemoaned the demands of residents on the land-locked side of the railroad for 
individual private crossings when the railroad could have happily provided a single crossing with 
better surface, sight views, and signage accessed by a parallel road linked to each driveway.  
 
Railroads try to get agreements in place with the holders of crossing rights regarding the usage, 
the crossing surface, and perhaps other matters.  However, the Association of American 
Railroads (AAR) told the FRA during the consultations for the FRA 2019 Report that only “5 
percent to 10 percent of private crossings on the general railroad system have valid 
agreements.”26 
 
Railroads also do what they can to close unneeded crossings (public and private), but property 
claims and local courts may make that at best expensive and often impossible.  That’s because 
they cannot appeal to any Federal policy having the force of law.  The AAR representatives told 
FRA that they needed a Federal rule allowing them to close redundant private crossings.27 
 
Very frankly, any other similar arrangement, i.e., providing the opportunity for all occupants of a 
motor vehicle to be killed instantly by a train approaching from behind heavy vegetation (on 
railroad property or abutting property), with no effective warning, would be deemed a public 
nuisance by a common law court.  Not so with private highway-rail crossings. 
 
How many are there?   
 
FRA maintains the National Highway-Rail Crossing Inventory, and it has been updated over the 
years to capture somewhat better data on private crossings (a burden placed on the railroads).  At 
the writer’s request, the FRA Office of Safety provided summary data for crossings derived on or 
about August 29, 2022 from the National Grade Crossing Inventory.  Of the 204,817 at-grade 
crossings, 201,586 were highway-rail crossings, of which 125,532 were public at-grade 
highway-rail crossings.  By comparison, there were 76,054 private at-grade highway-rail 
crossings.  The available data sorts show 3,231 pedestrian crossings, with no partition between 
public and private crossings.  We can assume most established pedestrian crossings are public, 
but note that some of the pedestrian crossings at passenger train stations may be reported as 
“private” because of the facility ownership arrangements.  
 
It must be said that the 76,054 figure is a welcome number for two reasons.  First, it is much 
lower than the ~94,000 we believed might have been out there as of circa 2008, when the 
Inventory was still voluntary.  The reason for the improvement is the updating required by 
FRA’s 2015 rule fulfilling the mandate of section 204(a) of the Rail Safety Improvement Act of 

 
26 FRA 2019 Report at 18. 
27 Id. 
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2008 (codified at 49 U.S.C. § 20160).28  It is also likely true a number of private crossings have 
been closed on active rail lines. 
 
What kind of shape are they in? 
 
The writer was not able to access detailed information, in an appropriate summary form, to 
describe the variety of attributes we might find of interest.  As late as its 2019 Report to 
Congress, FRA was still saying that the Inventory “lacks comprehensive data on warning devices 
at and physical characteristics of private crossings.” Let’s ponder that for a moment.  FRA 
specifies the content of Inventory fields and which fields are mandatory for which reporting 
entity.  The 2019 report claimed a majority of private crossing records had been updated 
(presumptively as to the fields required).  The accident data (which itself includes some crossing 
characteristics) has always been pretty good.  True, we don’t know whether the bushes have 
grown up to obstruct the sight distance on the south side of Farmer Brown’s crossing.  Still, we 
should know this problem with some granularity.   
 
We would have greater confidence if railroads were required to complete parts III and IV of the 
Inventory form for private crossings (Appendix C), which provide the data on signage and 
physical characteristics.  The railroads do so in many cases, anyway.  Why was this not made 
mandatory when the Congress directed the agency to make the Inventory mandatory?  The 
rulemaking effectuating the congressional mandate29 also perpetuated the situation where 
multiple crossings in a private enclave may be assigned the same number, and thus yield a single 
inventory record—even though the crossings might have very different characteristics.  There 
may be reasons for exceptions in some instances, of course, but not as a general rule. 
 
Nevertheless, from many voluntary inventory entries, reports, data bits, and observations, we can 
say that most private crossings are marked with crossbucks, which may or may not be augmented 
by the term “private.”  Major railroads, and many other railroads, have generally provided stop 
or yield signs on the same masts.  This is a typical stop sign arrangement of the sort in place at 
many locations: 
 

 
 

 
28 80 FR 746 (Jan. 6, 2015). 
29 80 FR 746 (Jan. 6, 2015); see, also, 81 FR 37521 (June 10, 2016). 

 
STOP SIGN 
“PRIVATE RXR CROSSING” WITH A 
CROSSBUCK SYMBOL AND “LOOK” WITH A DOUBLE 
ARROW 
BLUE AND WHITE ENS SIGN 
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All railroads are required to erect emergency notification signs at each public and private 
crossing with 24-hour 1-800 numbers and to monitor those lines (blue plate above).30  Some 
private crossings may have advance warning signs, and FRA recommends it, but this is far from 
“standard.”   
 
Motorists approaching private crossings may, or may not, have adequate site distance to make a 
“cross or no cross” decision at the location where such a decision would likely be made (an issue 
writ large because private roads have no effective speed enforcement).31  Obstructions 
(buildings, vegetation, mature trees, etc.) in the sight triangle create special challenges and may 
exist on the crossing holder’s property, railroad property, or often third-party property.  State 
laws on the subject are generally deficient, if present.   
 
FRA regulations for removal of vegetation are contained in the Track Safety Standards say only 
that “Vegetation on railroad property which is on or immediately adjacent to roadbed shall be 
controlled so that it does not -  
 

(b) Obstruct visibility of railroad signs and signals:  
 

(1) Along the right-of-way, and  
 

(2) At highway-rail crossings; “32 
 
YIELD sign controversy.  One way to somewhat simplify the sight distance problem in most 
circumstances is to require a stop at the crossing (shrinking the sight triangle and providing what 
may be the best, albeit sometimes insufficient preview).  Yet, USDOT/FRA policy adheres to 
MUTCD.  This guidance is designed for public crossings.  It favors use of the YIELD sign as the 
default unless an engineering study indicates otherwise.  FRA provided this description in the 
2019 Report to Congress: 
 

 
 
[Emphasis supplied above.]  It is logical to use the prominent cross-buck symbol at a private 
crossing, of course, for consistency; but the question is, “what goes with it?”  FRA’s 2019 study 

 
30 49 CFR part 234, subpart E. 
31 As FRA points out in its 2019 report, “Stopping sight distance is the length of highway required to safely stop a 
vehicle traveling at a given speed.  Clearing sight distance is the distance measured along the track that a highway 
user must be able to see to decide whether it is safe to cross based upon the speed of an approaching train and 
the acceleration characteristics of the highway vehicle.” 
32 49 CFR § 213.137. 

CROSSBUCK ASSEMBLY WITH YIELD OR STOP SIGN: INSTALLED ON EACH APPROACH TO A 
PASSIVE GRADE CROSSING, AS SHOWN IN SECTION 8B.04 IN THE 2009 MUTCD. HOWEVER, 
A STOP SIGN SHOULD ONLY BE USED IF AN ENGINEERING STUDY DETERMINES THE STOP 
CONDITION IS REQUIRED AT THE SPECIFIC CROSSING. 

IF A STOP SIGN IS USED AND THE APPROACH IS PAVED, A STOP LINE SHOULD 
ALSO BE INSTALLED ON THE ROADWAY APPROACH. 
IF THERE ARE TWO OR MORE TRACKS AT THE PRIVATE CROSSING, THE 
NUMBER OF TRACKS PLAQUE SHOULD BE USED. 
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would bow to the presumption of a “YIELD” sign, which is accepted for a public crossing but 
subject to question for a private crossing.  Qualified traffic engineers rarely venture near private 
crossings (and might be met with a shotgun if they did, according to some testimony in the 
Public Inquiry of 2006-2008—reported in the 2010 study).  Further, a naïve user of a private 
crossing (think UPS or FedEx delivery driver approaching a 60-mph freight line) may not know 
whether to yield until they are virtually “on the crossing.”  They are going to have to stop 
anyway in many cases, to know whether to yield; but with only a YIELD sign present, they are 
led to believe it’s a simple calculation.      
 
The preference for yield signs at passive crossings is based on research and experience and 
embodied in the MUTCD.  The writer may like a different answer, but he will not be able to 
effectively contradict the accepted wisdom for public crossings, and arguably not for public 
access private crossings.33  But what should be the default for passive private crossings?  A great 
majority of private crossings are very low volume roads, one of the factors favoring use of STOP 
signs.  All of the other accoutrements of passive crossings, as described in the MUTCD may be 
absent from private crossings: 

 No evaluation of sight distances or approaches by a local traffic engineer. 
 No advance warning signs. 
 No pavement markings.   

 
Why not use a default signage appropriate to the most primitive (and common) of 
circumstances?   
 
The best explanations we have heard for using the YIELD sign at private crossings are that (i) 
we don’t want rear-end collisions in situations where there is no train coming, (ii) there is no 
enforcement at private crossings, so we don’t want to condition motorists to ignore the STOP 
sign, and (iii) heavy trucks should not be required to stop because of the time required to regain 
momentum.  These responses are flawed, at least as to the most common conditions.   
 
Private crossings are generally very low volume roads, with little chance of rear-end collisions.  
If you have a lot of traffic over the crossing, maybe it should be adopted by a public authority.   
 
As to conditioning, motorists see STOP signs at many more locations than private highway-rail 
crossings (including very often in private shopping centers).  Motorists generally will have no 
thought as to whether there is enforcement approaching a private crossing.  They may not stop, 
any more than they stop at the Four-Way STOP intersection across from the writer’s house, but 
they may slow down enough to establish some peripheral vision.  (Where STOP signs have been 
used at public crossings, motorists frequently slow down rather than stop, despite supposed 
enforcement—but that may be OK if the motorist is given sufficient time to evaluate the 
situation.) 
 

 
33 See, e.g, Eugene Russel, Sr., et. al., Study of Driver’s Behavior at Passive Railroad-Highway Grade Crossings 
(Journal of Transportation Research Forum, Feb. 2012), available at 
http://journals.oregondigital.org/trforum/article/view/2266 
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There may be locations where heavy trucks would benefit from maintaining momentum (e.g., 
severe “hump” crossings) and where sight distances are adequate on the approach.  There 
certainly should be an option to use YIELD signs at those locations.  A well-crafted set of FRA 
regulations, based on an explicit grant of authority through legislation founded on the Commerce 
Clause, would allow for that after consultation between the crossing holder and the railroad, with 
both held harmless for their choice. 
 
The final explanation for eschewing STOP signs as the default at the low-volume private 
crossing is that most accidents happen at private crossings with STOP signs.  However, over the 
past decade or so railroads have made an effort to standardize signage at private crossings, and 
most have chosen STOP signs to supplement the cross-buck and “Private” panel.  Some States, 
including California, have made the same call.  So, most accidents are going to occur where the 
crossings are. 
 
We do know, of course, that most accidents at public crossings occur where there is active 
warning (flashing lights, or flashing lights and gates).  Does this mean we should pull out all 
active warning?  No, it says nothing about the effectiveness of flashing lights or gates, just the 
degree of exposure at the crossing (train counts and speeds, motor vehicle counts, requirements 
to coordinate with traffic control on adjacent roadways, etc.) 
 
Are STOP signs the final answer to private crossing problems?  Of course not.  But they make a 
lot of sense, as a default, where there has been no traffic study and there is nothing else to protect 
the motorist.  This is protection for the motorist who is conditioned to at least slow down (and 
hopefully stop).  At private crossings, under their current state of nature, that is the best we can 
ask. 
 
It should be noted that, over a decade ago, FRA provided a model state law for sight distance at 
passively signed highway-rail crossings, whether public or private.34  The writer contacted FRA 
to ascertain how many States may have adopted the model law or a similar law.  The only 
response was to the effect of “none, so far as we know.”35 
 
“Skewed” crossings also present a special problem for both public and private crossing 
locations. 
 
What about active warning?  There are numerous private crossings (albeit a small percentage) 
with flashing lights or flashing lights and gates.  These are generally at entrances to industrial 
facilities with heavy traffic counts, commercial areas such as shopping centers, recreational 
areas, etc.  The initial cost may be borne by the crossing holder, and the railroad may or may not 
seek reimbursement for inspection and maintenance of the warning system.  Usually these are 
crossings with written agreements intended to benefit both parties—plus the public, if open for 

 
34 https://railroads.dot.gov/elibrary/model-state-legislation-sight-distance-passive-crossings, pursuant to 49 U.S.C 
§ 20159.  FRA actually initiated this effort before being required to do so, working with industry and USDOT 
partners. 
35 FRA updates its Compilation of State Laws and Regulations Affecting Highway-Rail Grade Crossings on a pretty 
regular basis.  The latest version is available at https://railroads.dot.gov/elibrary/compilation-state-laws-and-
regulations-affecting-highway-rail-grade-crossings-7th-edition 
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public use.  We need more use of active warning, particularly at heavily used commercial and 
industrial crossings (more below). 
 
There are exceptions to most of the rules out there, so let us note that there are some grade- 
separated private crossings.  There are not many, and one suspects that most of them just reflect 
the topography. 
 
What kinds of vehicles use private crossings?  
 
All kinds of vehicles use private highway-rail crossings, of course, but here is an important 
point:   During the period 2007 to 2017, 43.1% of private crossing accidents occurred “in 
industrial settings (while industrial crossings accounted for only 26% of the crossings).” The 
next highest accident count was farm crossings, at 26.9% (accounting for 49% of crossings).  
Instructively, 59.4% of private crossing accidents occurred at crossings with no public access. 36   
 
The 2019 FRA report completely skirts the issue of what kind of vehicles are involved in 
collisions at private crossings.  Why?  The data to characterize the risk is available from the 
Inventory and from the accident/incident report (form 6180.57).  See Appendices B, C.   
Fortunately, the 2010 FRA report goes into the roadway user issue in depth.  Using data from 
1997-2006, the 2010 report noted that, while 51% of roadway user types on public crossings 
were automobiles, the figure for private crossings was 31%.  So, what’s going on here?  It turns 
out that tractor trailers are more than twice as involved in private crossing collisions (28%) than 
public crossing collisions (12%).  The value for other trucks is also higher at private crossings 
(14% to 11%). 
 
FRA’s Public Inquiry made the obvious association.  More large trucks moving at industrial 
facilities, over private crossings, present a special safety problem for the drivers, any other 
occupants, train crews, and adjacent communities.  The report was clear that there is no magic 
bullet here, as some of these events were at private crossings with active warning (although most 
were at passively signed crossings). 37  
 
An expert reviewer reminds us that the railroads themselves are not without significant exposure.  
Private crossing accidents occur with some frequency within railroad yards and intermodal 
terminals.  Mitigations for these risks are needed, but beyond the scope of the writer’s experience 
and this White Paper. 
 

What are the consequences?   
 
Private crossings account for about 12% of all fatalities and 14% of the non-fatal injuries 
associated with highway-rail grade crossings. 
 

 
36 FRA 2019 at 3, 8,9. 
37 FRA 2010 at 28, 29. 
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Figure 3—Incidents at Public and Private Crossings (10 years)38 
 
Private crossing accidents have been persistent over the years, at least in part because little has 
been done on a general scale to address them.  Again, note that these are overwhelmingly 
vehicle-involved accidents, as opposed to pedestrian events (or suicide events).  
 
The raw numbers to some extent conceal a significant area of risk—potential impacts on the 
safety of railroad personnel and rail passengers, as well as communities affected by catastrophic 
incidents.  
 
Rosedale.  The “poster child” event for private crossings was the collision between a CSX 
freight train and a “Mack Granite truck” at Rosedale, MD. The NTSB abstract tells the story: 
 

On May 28, 2013, about 1:59 p.m., a 2003 Mack Granite truck, operated by Alban Waste, 
LLC, was traveling northwest on a private road in Rosedale, Maryland, toward a private 
grade crossing. The truck was carrying a load of debris to a recycling center located 3.5 
miles from the carrier terminal. About the same time, a CSX Transportation Company 
(CSXT) freight train—which consisted of two locomotives, 31 empty cars, and 14 loaded 
cars—was traveling southwest at a speed of 49 mph. As the train approached the 
crossing, the train horn sounded three times. The truck did not stop and was hit by the 
train. Three of the 15 derailed cars contained hazardous materials. The other derailed cars 
contained non-US Department of Transportation-regulated commodities, or were empty. 
One car loaded with sodium chlorate crystal and four cars loaded with terephthalic acid 
released their products. Following the derailment, a postcrash fire resulted in an 
explosion at 2:04 p.m., which caused widespread property damage. The fire remained 
confined to the derailed train cars. The truck driver was seriously injured in the collision. 
Three workers in a building adjacent to the railroad tracks and a Maryland Transportation 
Authority police officer who responded to the initial incident received minor injuries as a 
result of the explosion. Major safety issues identified in this investigation were 
distraction, federal oversight of new entrant motor carriers, obstructive sleep apnea, 
safety systems at private grade crossings, and oxidizing and flammable or combustible 
materials. The National Transportation Safety Board [made] recommendations to the 

 
38 From FRA Safety data site, 5.14 downloaded 8/13/2022 and hand sorted. 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 10-YR Total

% of 

Total 

Public/ 

Private

Public crossings

Incidents 1,700  1,781  1,970  1,784  1,739  1,842  1,896  1,929  1,572  1,815  18,028           

Fatalites 199      207      235      209      229      241      230      246      173      209      2,178             

Injuries 829      848      736      945      730      754      716      739      588      570      7,455             

Private crossings

Incidents 288      323      326      296      311      282      343      308      330      330      3,137             15%

Fatalities 32        25        27        28        26        30        28        44        22        27        289                 12%

Injuries 155      129      135      103      124      94        133      100      113      100      1,186             14%
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Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration; the Federal Railroad Administration; the 50 
states, the District of Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico; the Association 
of American Railroads; the American Short Line and Regional Railroad Association; the 
National Fire Protection Association; and CSXT.39 

 
Images from the NTSB report: 
 

 
 

 
 
NTSB went on a campaign to get the crossing fixed.  Meanwhile, WBAL TV wrote— 
 

 
39 National Transportation Safety Board. 2014. Highway–Railroad Grade Crossing Collision, Rosedale, Maryland, 
May 28, 2013. Highway Accident Report NTSB/HAR-14/02. Washington, DC. 
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The crash on Lake Drive may have happened because it's connected to the most 
dangerous 1.8-mile stretch of track in the nation, I-Team reporter David Collins said, 
because there are five rail crossings in less than two miles. 
 
Collins reported that there's Contractors Road, followed by Schaefers Lane, Todd's Lane, 
Batavia Farm Road and the private road connected to Lake Drive, where the May 28 
crash happened. Four of those crossings are private, which means once a driver crosses 
over them, they're on private property and there's no gate, no lights and no warning 
signals. 
 
The I-Team's investigation uncovered 31 train vs. vehicle crashes at the five Rosedale 
crossings since 1975, 15 of which happened in the past 10 years and included two 
fatalities.40 

 
Rather than putting the onus on the crossing holders to make things right, the State of Maryland 
stepped in with public (primarily Federal) dollars to address the corridor.  But not soon enough.  
On Sept. 20, 2019, The Baltimore Sun wrote— 
 

Three years after a CSX freight train hit a garbage truck, derailed and exploded in 
Rosedale in 2013, the state of Maryland won a $700,000 grant from the federal 
government for safety improvements at that railroad crossing and others nearby. 
 
But after another vehicle was struck Tuesday by a train at the same crossing, officials say 
the money — which was matched by a combined pledge from the railroad, the state and 
Baltimore County — has not been spent on improvements that were recommended by 
federal rail safety regulators. 
 

The Baltimore Sun reported the 2019 accident as follows: 
 

One person was seriously injured after a freight train struck a car Tuesday morning in 
Rosedale — at the same crossing where a train derailed after crashing into a truck in 
2013, triggering an explosion felt throughout the region, officials said. 
 
The injured driver in Tuesday’s crash, whose name was not released Tuesday, was taken 
to the University of Maryland Shock Trauma Center with life-threatening injuries, the 
Baltimore County Fire Department said.41 

 
At the time of this second accident, only minimal improvements had been made at the crossing, 
apparently by the railroad (which preferred to close some of the private crossings on the corridor 
but received push back from the local authorities). 
 

 
40 https://www.wbaltv.com/article/expert-rosedale-rail-crossings-most-dangerous-in-nation/7081632# 
 
41 https://www.baltimoresun.com/maryland/baltimore-county/bs-md-co-train-hits-car-20190917-
itydt5uzv5gzbj2llpwgm4oj2q-story.html 
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Before we leave Rosedale, MD, the writer checked the inventory record for the crossing in 
question (140833J) on November 15, 2022.  The inventory continued to show only a stop sign 
and crossbuck as of the latest update (July 20, 2022).  Google Earth shows this and adjacent 
crossings in the same primitive state described in 2013.  There may have been some 
improvements, of course, but nothing significant that is visible.  From Google Maps, there is a 
stop line on the north side of the crossing (not credited on the inventory record), but it is far 
enough back that vegetation would likely obscure the effective sight line for a 50-mph, freight 
train (MAS on the line).  This is a double-track crossing with some local switching, so a second-
train accident would not be out of the question. 
 
We dwell on this example because it is too typical, not because it is extraordinary.  Private 
crossing holders, abated by defective public policy, continue to generate risk to train crews, 
business guests, other users, and communities, particularly at industrial locations where truck 
traffic is heavy and both trains and trucks may carry hazardous materials.  Railroads should clear 
vegetation on their rights of way near crossings, of course, but most often (particularly in the 
eastern U.S.) the obstructions are off the railroad right of way. 
 
Troubling collisions continue to occur at these types of locations.  Let’s look at some of the more 
recent events. 
 
New Willard.  On March 31, 2022, a Union Pacific train operating at 45 mph struck a truck-
trailer at a private crossing near New Willard (Leggett or Livingston), Texas.  A railroad 
employee was reported injured (conductor who lost 19 days of work during his recovery).  The 
railroad filed a Form 6180.54 reporting a total of $40,866 in track and equipment damage.   
 
The crossing (755768G) has a stop sign and provides entrance to a lawn and garden operation 
(mulch supplier) and what may be a lumber yard.  Ten (10) previous collisions had occurred at 
this crossing since 1979, the most recent previous event being in February of 2019.  Casualties in 
the previous incidents, all of which involved trucks, have included truck drivers (1 fatal, 1 non-
fatal) and railroad employees (2 non-fatal).   
 
Although nearby public crossings are nothing to brag about, certainly a private crossing with this 
kind of exposure deserves attention.  Closing this private crossing, extending pavement a short 
distance to the next county road north, and equipping that crossing with active warning (now 
warranted by heavy truck traffic), would benefit all concerned. 
 
Whitsett.  On May 24, 2022, a Union Pacific train operating at 38 mph struck a truck-trailer at a 
private crossing south of Whitsett, Texas (435710R), location also given as Shilah or Sunniland.  
The inventory record (updated the day after the accident) describes the crossing location as 
“open space,” but it apparently provides access to Eagelford Reclamation property, a waste 
management service.  The collision killed the truck driver and injured the engineer and 
conductor.  The conductor’s injuries resulted in 58 days out of service.  A previous accident at 
that crossing on February 14, 2019, had resulted in injuries to a truck driver in a 39-mph 
collision.  The crossing has a stop sign and private crossing sign. 
 
Harmar.  On May 26, 2022, a Norfolk Southern train derailed after striking a dump truck at a 
passive private crossing (510978T) into a water treatment plant at Harmar (Oakmont), PA, 
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sending the driver and two train crew members to the hospital for observation.  (The railroad 
reported injuries to two crew members.)  The impact derailed 2 locomotives and 17 cars, 9 of 
which went into the water at a collapsed bridge that spanned a tributary that emptied directly into 
the Allegheny River a few feet away.  Petroleum distillates were released from one or more tank 
cars, but fortunately they were not of greatest concern for river quality.  Recreational boating 
was barred for a time on the river, a nearby major road was closed for an extended period, and of 
course the railroad suffered delays and rerouting for an extended period of time.  The railroad 
reported about $2 million in damages to track and equipment.  The railroad is not required to 
report costs of wreck clearance, lost lading, impacts on operations or other costs.   
 
Photos: CBS Pittsburgh KDKA Photojournalist Ian Smith— 
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New Braunfels.  On May 27, 2022, near New Braunfels, TX, a Union Pacific freight train 
operating at 39 mph struck a dump truck at a private crossing (415577J), resulting in injury to the 
driver and the derailment of the two lead locomotives and 12 cars.  There were 5 hazmat cars in 
the train, but they were not involved in the derailment.  UP reported over $667,000 in damages to 
track and equipment. You can view a video of the scene, with the truck still lodged in the 
locomotive pilot, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nVchfVemlw. 
 
This was inventoried as an “open space” crossing with a standard private crossing stop sign 
arrangement, including an ENS placard.  From Google Earth and video, the dirt road crossing 
appears to be accessed through a gated Orica42 facility, and there is storage of some kind and 
earth removal evident from above on the other side (land locked).  Prior truck-involved collisions 
at this crossing occurred on November 25, 2020, and June 13, 2020.  This is a UP main line into 
San Antonio from the north, and the inventory record shows 2 passenger trains per day (although 
a parallel UP line could carry some of that traffic).   
 
Apropos that example, the situation is worse when the line in question carries both freight and 
passenger service.   Motor vehicle occupants are particularly at risk, because passenger trains 
generally operate at speeds higher than freights on the same line, and this means both reduced 
reaction time and higher impact speed (on average, greater severity).   
 
Hainesville.  On May 23, 2022, a Metra (NIRC) commuter train struck a dump truck at a private 
crossing (386438G) in Hainesville (Grayslake), IL, at a recorded speed of 60 mph, killing the 
driver of the truck and resulting in 3 reported injuries to passengers on board.  The cab car was 
leading, and it derailed.  Metra reported $250,800 in equipment and track damage.  The crossing 
was equipped with only stop signs and cross bucks.  (A local news story showed further signage 
noting the absence of active warning.)  According to the inventory record, there were two tracks 
at the crossing (main and siding) used by freight as well as passenger trains.  This is said to be a 
public access crossing with an industrial designation.  The news account said it provided access 
to a shooting range.  There was a previous accident involving Metra at the crossing in 2019, but 
no one was injured. 
 
Brentwood.  On June 26, 2022, near Brentwood, CA, an Amtrak train struck a car killing three 
occupants and seriously injuring three others.  The car was crossing the railroad to attend a fund 
raiser for a family that had lost a loved one.  The fund raiser was at a vineyard, accessible only 
by a private crossing.  There appears to be a slight rise (hump) with two tracks.  For the driver, 
traveling northbound, with the Amtrak train approaching from the east on a curve (skewed 
crossing), detection of the train may have been difficult (MAS 60 mph).   
 
The crossing (029645U) has a standard California private crossing sign with a STOP sign on top.  
The inventory record identifies it as a farm crossing with no public access, and Google Maps 
appears to show a gate approaching the crossing that presumably could be secured against entry.  
But on the day in question some 200 people had gathered for the fund raiser.  There is nothing in 
the press accounts to indicate that any form of traffic control had been provided (e.g., flagger). 

 
42 From their web site, “Orica is one of the world’s leading mining and infrastructure solutions providers. From the 
production and supply of explosives, blasting systems, mining chemicals and geotechnical monitoring to our 
cutting-edge digital solutions and comprehensive range of services, we sustainably mobilise the earth’s resources.” 
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The inventory report filed by BNSF indicates that about 50 trucks use the crossing daily (an 
entry not required for a private crossing).  If the offending vehicle had been a large truck, the 
chance of derailment would have been greater, with risk to Amtrak’s passengers and crew.   
 
Again, this event is noted not because it is unique, but because the risk of a similar or worse 
event is present daily at hundreds of crossings on passenger rail lines, Amtrak and commuter.  
The hazard is unfair to unsuspecting motorists and to Amtrak passengers. 
 
The day after the impact near Brentwood, another Amtrak train hit a truck at a crossing.   
Although the crossing in question was a county road, the circumstances at the crossing were 
similar.  The NTSB provided this preliminary summary on its web site: 
 

On June 27, 2022, about 12:42 p.m. local time, eastbound National Railroad Passenger 
Corporation (Amtrak) train 4 (also known as the Southwest Chief), carrying 270 
passengers and 12 crew, derailed in Mendon, Missouri after colliding with a 2007 
Kenworth W900B dump truck that was fouling a highway railroad grade crossing. Three 
train passengers and the truck driver died, and multiple passengers and crew were 
transported to local hospitals with injuries. Damage was estimated by Amtrak and BNSF 
Railway (BNSF) to be about $4 million. 

   
The county road was a hump crossing used mostly by trucks, with nothing but passive signage.  
According to the Missouri DOT, it was slated to be improved with active warning devices, which 
is more than can be said of the hundreds of rural and industrial crossings that are privately owned 
and yet present the very same risks. 
 
What should we do about it? 
 
For the reasons we have described, the regulations and instructions for completion and updating 
of the National Inventory must be revised to make additional fields mandatory for private 
crossings.  Further, the blanket exception allowing multiple crossings on private property to be 
carried under a single inventory number and on a single record should be drastically scaled back.  
However, the additional actions needed to address private crossing safety are more extensive. 
 
The author has written this part before, albeit in different words, over a decade ago.  Following 
the 2006-2008 FRA Public Inquiry, we prepared a memorandum that was transmitted from the 
Federal Railroad Administrator to the Secretary of Transportation recommending that legislation 
be forwarded to the Congress providing FRA with the clear authority to address private 
crossings, including reconciliation of the rights of holders with the requirement for safety on the 
national rail system.  The legislation would have happily deferred to any State prepared to take 
on the task (such as California, which at the time had an active program through its Public 
Utilities Commission), so long as basic Federal standards were observed.  With agreement in the 
Department that something had to be done, the FRA Office of Chief Counsel was tasked with 
drafting the legislation.  We determined that properly drafted legislation should not run afoul of 
any “taking” arguments.  I retired shortly thereafter.  So far as I can determine, no further action 
was taken by USDOT. 
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As hard as this White Paper has been on the state of public policy, it should be noted that private 
crossing incidents and casualties would be much higher if railroads had not been working to 
close crossings.  Further, there are governmental responses that have tamped down risks at both 
public and private crossings that deserve mention. 
 
Previous Federal actions with beneficial effects for both public and private crossings include— 
 

 Application of locomotive alerting lights (distinctive triangular pattern), 
 

 Placement of retroreflective materials of the sides of rail rolling stock, 
 

 Elimination (consolidation) of crossings during corridor improvement programs 
conducted under USDOT policy by State DOTs, local jurisdictions, and railroads, 

 
 Improvements in motor vehicle occupant protection (seat belts, side air bags), and  

 
 USDOT-funded public awareness campaigns (e.g., Operation Lifesaver). 

 
Special kudos go to folks like those at the North Carolina DOT, whose “sealed corridor” for 
state-sponsored passenger service has taken on private crossings, as well as public crossings.  
The Illinois DOT has done similar work on the Chicago-St. Louis Amtrak corridor.  Public 
authorities sponsoring new or expanded rail passenger service have a special responsibility to 
invest in solutions on their corridors, and generally that is what they do (most often with Federal 
financial participation).  
 
But Amtrak, challenged with providing low-frequency service on host freight railroads across a 
vast national network, faces huge challenges related to safety at private crossings with no 
national standards to point to. 
 
Certainly, more can be done, qualitatively, that has broader applicability, but with special 
benefits for mitigating private crossing risk.  There is already a foundation in place for driver 
awareness of crossing risks under the Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety program, including 
provisions for disqualification of drivers who commit certain crossing-related offenses.43  A 
valued FRA colleague noted that this area deserves more emphasis in three respects: 
 

1. First, there should be more stringent requirements for both commercial and non-
commercial drivers to demonstrate safety behavior at grade crossings. 
 

2. Second, employers should be required to have an additional level of training, both 
general and route specific.  (Referring to the Mendon, MO, Amtrak accident referred to 
above, this commenter noted that the incident occurred on the driver’s second trip on this 
route.  There was no transition where the previous driver had an opportunity to train the 
new driver on the risks of this route.) 

 
43 49 CFR § 383.51(d).  However, it appears from the text that the applicability of some of the stated criteria may 
require incorporation of state laws that do not apply at private highway-rail grade crossings.  The Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration should be consulted for clarification.  
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3. Finally, collaboration with navigation providers for both the existence of a crossing and 

special features (i.e., humped or acute angle). 
 
We share the hope that through the FMCSA, state licensure agencies, driver education programs, 
and employer-provided training and supervision, measurable additional progress might be made 
in modifying driver behavior at both public and private crossings.   
 
However, our hierarchy of safety controls, illustrated in the context of workplace safety from the 
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health, suggests emphasis on more structured and 
reliable measures when available: 

 
 
Applying this hierarchy to our problem, we would start by closing the crossings, by grade 
separating them (impractical in most but not all cases), or applying engineering solutions such as 
flashing lights with gates.  Even simple steps like clearing vegetation and other obstructions, 
placing advance warning signs, using pavement markings, improving the crossing approach and 
surface, providing illumination at the crossing, or even placing speed humps or rumble strips 
ahead of decision points to slow vehicles and provide time for hazard assessment may have 
usefulness.  These kinds of techniques have been successfully employed at public crossings. 
 
Administrative controls (rules, procedures, training, etc.) will be necessary but somewhat less 
useful in the case of private crossings, many of which are on the periphery of our industrial and 
rural lives.  Many of the drivers involved are owner-operators or employees of small businesses 
not accustomed to highly regimented behavior.  Plus, short of disaster, at private crossings there 
is no enforcement to “re-enforce” positive behaviors. 
 
Thus, despite all efforts to date, our Nation’s passenger and freight railroads need targeted 
Federal back-up at private grade crossings.  Crossing holders who invite family or neighbors to 
visit need some guidance, as well.  Commercial and industrial crossing holders need to step up 
and mitigate the risk their operations pose to their employees, train crews, business guests, and 
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surrounding communities.  The list could continue, but the reader gets the point.  This should not 
be left to chance. 
 
So, the problem is this:  How can we address a problem that affects over 70,000 private 
crossings, or about one for every two route miles of railroad, when the risk seems so diffuse and 
the potential costs might be so enormous?  After all, we are still in the process of applying 
improved warning systems and other improvement on public crossings—46 years after the 
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1976 created the “Section 130 Program”!      
 
The answer, of course, is that we have to proceed very carefully.  Legislation will have to crafted 
that addresses the issue very finely, but offering flexibility for implementation.44  Not an easy 
job, but here are some guiding principles to embody in the legislation: 
 

1. At-grade crossings are disfavored.  That is to say, there has to be a demonstrated need 
(documented in a current “statement of essential need”).  If there isn’t, the railroad must 
close the crossing. 
 

2. USDOT (through an FRA rulemaking) must provide minimum Standards for signage, 
surface, sight distances, etc., mirroring the MUTCD where appropriate.  However, the 
Standards should take into consideration the special attributes of the appropriate category 
of private crossings, including warrants for particularly hazardous crossings that could 
include active warning systems funded by the holder and maintained by the railroad. 

 
NOTE:  Some of the requirements of the Standards would likely have to be 
categorical (e.g., sight distances to be maintained at a passively signed crossing 
with a single, tangent track and MAS of 45 mph).  Others might be driven by a 
risk index similar to that used for train horn “quiet zones.”  Care would need to be 
taken in the statute to insulate any risk index from frivolous challenges, since by 
necessity a large number of factors are involved, the risk is spread widely, and 
inevitably the risk as to a particular event is “stochastic.” 

 
3. If a crossing cannot be maintained as required under the Standards, it must be closed.  

(Waivers should only be granted on a showing of “substantially equivalent safety”.) 
 

4. To support implementation and ensure FRA’s ability to provide oversight, the National 
Highway-Rail Crossing Inventory would be strengthened with additional fields similar to 
those required for public crossings.  Care should be taken to avoid unreasonable demands 
on the railroads (they do not control crossing use).  Industrial crossing holders and 
holders of public access crossings should be required to contribute data to the Inventory 
(as the States do for public roads).  Other crossing holders would be invited to do so 
voluntarily. 

 
44 The White Paper on “Management of In-Train Forces” explains the alarming developments in administrative law 
that necessitate hands-on legislative action.  The intervening Supreme Court opinion in West Virginia vs. 
Environmental Protection Agency (June 30, 2022) only confirms the sad reality that for years to come the lower 
courts will be asked to parse the application of the “major questions” doctrine rather than relying on clear grants 
of authority under statutes such as the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970, as codified (which conferred regulatory 
authority over “every area of railroad safety”).  49 U.S.C. § 20103. 
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5. The private crossing program should be phased in over a period of years, with initial 
attention to industrial crossings, public access crossings, and crossings of all uses on lines 
used for publicly-sponsored passenger rail service.  Federal investments in passenger 
corridors should be available for improvements at private crossings.   

 
6. Amtrak intercity corridors should receive special attention to remedy the chronic neglect, 

with both crossing holders and the public contributing to the solutions.  
 

7. Railroads should be tasked with surveying their private crossings periodically to confirm 
that— 

a. There is a current statement of essential need on file; and 
b. To the extent this can be determined from the railroad right-of-way or a public 

access road, the crossing is being maintained in accordance with applicable 
Standards.  

 
Note on crossing agreements.  Notice that this has been structured as a public program, with no 
onus on the railroad to reach an agreement with the crossing holder.  Such agreements should 
certainly be favored, of course, as they may provide a useful framework for working things out 
on the ground (e.g., how to handle adjustment of the crossing after the railroad raises the track in 
a surfacing program, or who to notify if the crossing needs to be closed temporarily during track 
work).  Where the railroad otherwise has legal leverage, it may also be able to demand the holder 
procure liability insurance (as happens today in some settings).  However, FRA has no business 
dictating standard agreements, and they would not fit every circumstance anyway.  Further, 
Uncle Sam doesn’t need to sign up for peacemaker when a dispute arises.  Federal Standards can 
provide a framework that may limit disagreements, but there will be disagreements.  Let dispute 
resolution play out in the private sector (or among the public authorities providing passenger 
service and the private holders), without dragging a Federal mediator or hearing officer into the 
morass. There have been private crossings as long as there have been railroads, and addressing 
safety is only one aspect of the tensions involved. 
 
Yes, diligent reader, the writer is aware that there will be arguments about the statement of 
essential need—and, yes, FRA will have to address that issue.  But the matter in question is what 
the crossing holder has to say, not what the railroad would otherwise wish to do. 
 
Postscript on State Highway-Rail Crossing Action Plans.  There are those who may exclaim, 
“but this is covered by FRA’s rule on state plans.”  Well, yes, sort of.  States that volunteer 
through their own laws and regulations to take on private crossings have to account for them in 
their written submissions under 49 CFR § 234.11.  But we have explained that this is rare, and I 
believe the reader of the regulation (most recently updated under the FAST Act to include more 
States) will surmise that this is not a big deal.  It may affect the ability of States to claim public 
money for private crossings if they write them out of the plan entirely (no mention).  However, 
unless there is a new passenger service, they won’t be asking for funding anyway.  (Hint to those 
submitting these plans—reference the possibility that may occur.)   
 
Yes, the agency kept private crossings within the scope of the regulation, technically, but 
conceded—  
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 FRA recognizes that the ability of States to address risks at private grade crossings will 
depend on the level of the authority individual States exercise over those crossings (and, 
in some cases, the public/private nature of the roadway leading to the crossing).”45   
 

So, no, not really.  State action plans are not going to produce any real improvements to private 
crossings.  

Conclusions 
 
The problem of sorting accidental deaths and injuries from those best characterized as suicides, 
based on the likely intent of the victim, should be all but solved for the great majority of events 
in question.  Railroads need to update their records as public authorities determine cause of 
death, and FRA needs to conduct sufficient audits to ensure they fulfill their reporting 
obligations.  This is not hard, but it is necessary to ensure proper allocation of resources in the 
future. 
 
It is time to take action on private crossings.  It is not fair to users of private crossings, train 
crews, rail passengers or communities to leave safety to chance at over 70,000 locations 
accounting for 15% of the crashes.  We do not need to spend another decade getting “better data” 
to satisfy the statisticians, when too much of that data will consist of additional lives lost, persons 
seriously injured and trains derailed.  Of course, we can develop more refined data along the way 
to guide our implementation.     
 
We know what to do to reduce accidents at public crossings, and most (not all) of that learning is 
directly transferable.   
 
First, close redundant crossings and any crossings that cannot be made reasonably safe, as judged 
by national standards issued by FRA.   
 
Second, focus on areas of greatest need, particularly industrial and public access crossings. 
Ensure that crossing holders do their part based on the risk to railroad employees and the public.   
 
Third, put special emphasis on corridors carrying passenger trains, and apply public funding as 
appropriate. 
 
Finally, gather and refine the necessary data to target additional high-risk crossings for 
substantial improvements based on the known risk factors, such as train counts, vehicle counts, 
train speeds and speed differentials, available sight distances, and prevalence of hazardous 
materials traffic on the highway and roadway (partial list only). 
 
Please, no more studies.  It’s time to get on with it, and it starts with Congressional action 
responsive to an Executive Branch proposal.  This paper provides a starting place. 
 

# 

 
45 85 FR 80648, 80652 (Dec. 14, 2020).  
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Appendix A—Fatalities to Members of the Public (20 years) 
 

 

 

Note:  Excludes certain categories not directly pertinent to this paper (e.g., casualties in non-train 
accidents/incidents on railroad property).  

FATALITIES TO MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC ON RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY (FRA accident data derived 10-6-2021, 8-13-2022, and 2012-2021 as of 10-28-2022; suicide data as of 10-28-2022)

CY 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Trespass fatalities (1.12) 511 540 498 472 458 511 470 457 416 441 399 405 427 469 450 468 505 499 536 504 599

Pedestrians at highway-rail 

crossings (5.14) 67 35 50 73 58 53 59 64 59 81 66 56 54 75 66 85 84 89 104 72 79

Crossing fatalities other than 

pedestrian (5.14) 354 322 294 298 301 316 280 226 189 180 180 175 178 187 171 170 187 169 186 123 155

     Total accidental  fatalities 932 897 842 843 817 880 809 747 664 702 645 636 659 731 687 723 776 757 826 699 833

Suicide fatalities (4.11) 184 276 314 276 328 273 277 303 262 177 185
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Appendix B—Accident/Incident Form 
 

FRA’s accident/incident report form for highway-rail crossing accidents follows on the next 
pages (with instructions). 
 
This form must be filed for any impact with a person or vehicle at a highway-rail crossing or 
what FRA now calls a “pathway crossing” (a pedestrian crossing not associated with a roadway) 
for some purposes. 
 
If the accident/incident results in damage to railroad equipment exceeding the reporting threshold 
(revised annually), a Form 6180.54 must also be filed. 
 
Separate forms are also filed for any reportable casualties (fatalities or injuries requiring more 
than first aid).   
 
All of these forms bear the railroad’s accident/incident number for cross reference.  FRA’s 
reporting guide and updates are available at 
https://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/OfficeofSafety/publicsite/Publications.aspx 
and https://safetydata.fra.dot.gov/OfficeofSafety/Default.aspx. 
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Appendix C—Grade Crossing Inventory Form 
 
The U.S. DOT Crossing Inventory Form is provided on the following pages.  FRA provides 
instructions for filling out the form in hard copy and through electronic submissions. 
 
Under the current guidance at 49 CFR part 234, subpart F, the “primary operating railroad” and 
the particular State in which the crossing is located share the responsibility of reporting the 
inventory data for public crossings, including pathway crossings.  The railroad is responsible for 
reporting data on private crossings, and the data sets gathered are reduced. 
 
FRA maintains a data portal on its web site where data on particular crossings can be obtained 
(accidents, inventory records), and its legacy safety data web site also allows for large batch 
downloads. 
 
This is a truncated summary of the process, and FRA should be consulted for detailed guidance. 
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